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President’s Message
By David Aldana

Love is….
January is gone and with it goes the leftovers from the many celebrations including Christmas, New Year,
Hanukah, Ukrainian Christmas and Chinese New Year. February arrives with the prospect of hearts,
chocolates and flowers as the world and stores turn into a St. Valentine’s frenzy. For some, St. Valentine’s
is just another excuse to party; for others, it is an opportunity to remind us how much we care for our loved
ones; and for the rest, it is a sad time since it is a reminder of the loss of a special person. In any case, I’m
sure our “love” for photography will take center stage. Let me give you some examples.
If you are going to party, take your camera and record the happy moments with your friends, family, spouse,
fiancée or significant other. Everybody appreciates having a memory of a happy time.
If you are going to have a more intimate celebration, take the opportunity to make a photographic gift or,
even better, have a romantic portrait taken. How many “professional” pictures do you have with your special
person? As photographers, we all like to be behind the camera, but I’m sure your partner would appreciate it
if you use your skills to produce a nice image of you both. And it may be a lot of fun too!
If you are alone or sad at this time of year, use your “blue mood” to make
pictures about loneliness and nostalgia. Some of the most memorable
images I have ever seen are of a solitary person sitting on a bench in a
deserted park, a lonely flower on the floor or a downcast person walking
in the rain. Sadness is a powerful feeling and the best way to express it
is through photography. Taking pictures has always been some kind of
therapy for me when I feel down.
© Barbara Morban

Bringing everything together . . . I have heard many stories about people suddenly passing away or getting
sick while the family is left alone with no images (good images) of the person. I have also heard stories
about photographers taking great pictures of people not knowing they are the last ones, and the family is
forever grateful for that. We never know what the future has in store for us or for our loved ones. We may
enjoy the company of our special people for many years . . . or maybe not. So do not hesitate to use your
camera to “shoot” people. This is why when friends or family at parties or get-togethers ask me to “please
put your camera down,” I just smile and reply, “No, I won’t. And someday you will thank me for that.”
They usually do.
So take your camera and express what you feel in this emotional month. If you need any help, the Club
offers excellent opportunities through outings, workshops, competitions, special interest groups and
networking. Take advantage and happy shooting!

By the way . . . just wondering what happened with your Photographic New Year Resolutions?
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Solitary Photo Walks
A Solitary Photo Walk
by Calvin Binnema
I joined IACC five years ago because I wanted to meet other hobby photographers and boost my motivation to
get out and shoot. I’ve done many outings with the Club and have also enjoyed informal outings with one or
several friends. However, as a strongly introverted person, I find I also need to take solitary photo walks. On a
sunny mild Sunday in January I went for a walk in a ravine near my home with my camera and one lens. I tried
to focus on not looking for anything in particular to photograph, but to see and be open to what was there.
To be silently present to one’s environment one finds the surroundings beginning to resonate with one’s own
vision. The truth “out there” begins to converge with the truth “in here.” Simplicity, irony, serendipity—these are
three concepts that are prominent in my truth. Finding the same in one’s environment affirms one’s being and
spontaneously elicits deep breaths inhaling the spirit of the universe.
There is nothing spectacular about the ravine I visited, but the ever-changing conditions always give something
new to see. Several times as I looked through my viewfinder, I felt a satisfaction, a knowing, before
simultaneously releasing the shutter and a sigh. It felt as if my eye and the camera were working as one while
seeing the world. I realized it was the doing of photography itself that gave me a sense of fulfillment. Reviewing
the results? No hurry. Returning from the ravine, as I turned the last corner toward home, a nearly full moon
was rising over my house. Serendipity!

All 4 photos
© Calvin Binnema
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Special Interest Groups
Special Interest Groups
By Barbara and Vincent Morban

In mid-December the Board introduced the concept of IACC Special Interest Groups (SIGS). We began
with a paper sign-up sheet in mid-December 2013, followed by an electronic sign-up sheet in early
January 2014. To date, we have 33 SIGS with membership in each SIG ranging from 4 to 45 members.
Some members kindly volunteered to convene the first meeting. The purpose of the SIGs is to give
members an opportunity to have an in-depth focus on as many of the following topics as they choose:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Abstract
Adobe Photoshop
Adobe Photoshop Elements
Adobe Creative Suite
Adobe Lightroom
Apple Aperture
Architecture
Black and White
Canon
Capture One Pro
Night Photography

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Existing Light
Film
Light Painting
Macro
Nature Flora
Nature Landscape
Nature Wildlife
Nikon
NIX Collection
Olympus
One-A-Day

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Panasonic
People
Perfect Photo Suite
Photojournalism
Portrait
Smartphone
Sports
Still Life
Street/Urban
Travel
Wedding

Over the next few months, the various SIGS will provide updates as to how things are progressing.
Some suggestions for planning your Special Interest Group (SIG)
activities:
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Discuss projects you have been thinking about
Plan “Shoot and Compare” sessions
Plan a presentation (digital or print) for the larger group
Plan workshops for the larger group
Make a list of questions you would like answered
Bring some images (digital) that you would like to improve
Plan "How did you do that" sessions
Have "Show and Tell" sessions
Plan photo shoots using competition themes
Plan some outings
Plan training sessions in the use of hardware or software
Make a list of places you would like to visit as a SIG
Prepare a blog for your SIG members
Prepare a Flickr or SmugMug site to share your images
Plan evenings with other SIGs
Generate some challenges for your SIG
Share some of your favourite learnings
Prepare “fix-it” challenges
Advocate for competition themes
Prepare challenges for other SIGs
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Giving Back: Darlene Hildebrandt
By Cameron McGregor
Darlene Hildebrandt, a professional photographer and photography educator, came to Images Alberta on
January 9 to talk about “Giving Back through Photography; Using Your Skills to Grow as a Photographer.”
I found it an inspiring presentation focused on her own experience and philosophy about “Giving Back,”
which happens to be one of the three pillars in our club’s vision.

All 3 photos © Gilles Simard

Darlene gave many examples of how she gives back to her community. She highlighted her work with the
Boys and Girls clubs running a photo club, and as a preferred photographer at the
Bissell Centre recording many of their events. Photography in many of these venues
is very challenging, yet Darlene was able to get striking images of people, including
a number shots of two sisters eating cake as well as a portrait of a fellow
photographer (see photo to the left) that has been used on the Centre’s vehicles as
part of ithe Centre’s image profile.

Darlene focused on one critical barrier in giving back—self doubt. Most of us are hobby photographers and
can be too critical of our own images at the expense of giving to a community. She showed how she
overcame that barrier in grand style, by producing a calendar and then a book of images from Peru which is
beautiful in composition and subject matter. Both reflect the intense palette of colour of South America. She
also takes part in Timeraiser.ca (a site where she contributes her own photos and helps others).
Darlene asked IACC members about the “Giving Back” initiatives that they were involved with. I couldn’t
help but note the pride with which some members responded. For example, Mufty has found great
satisfaction in her photographic contributions to the Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital.
Let’s take on Darlene’s challenge to our IACC members to also “Give Back through Photography.”
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Telephoto Lens
If shooting with a 70-200mm zoom lens on a
full-frame sensor camera body, shoot at a minimum
shutter speed of 1/250-sec or faster. In the case of a
By Derald Lobay
105mm macro lens, shoot at 1/125-sec. In practice,
Telephoto lenses are long-focal-length optics
many seasoned photographers will even opt for the
designed to do one thing: decrease the angle of view next-higher shutter speed, conditions permitting. As
of the scene in front of you. For example, on a
magnification becomes greater, the narrower the
full-frame image sensor, a 50mm normal lens has a
depth of field will be.
46-degree horizontal angle of view, while a 105mm
There is a shortcoming with telephoto-lens
medium-telephoto lens captures 19-degrees and a
photography. You need to use those faster shutter
20mm ultra-wide-angle lens, 84-degrees. Since
speeds to circumvent the results of subject
telephoto lenses capture a proportionally smaller
percentage of the image on your sensor as compared movement and camera shake. This is often
accomplished by opening up the aperture to achieve
to a normal or wide-angle optic, the subject matter
that faster shutter speed; but by opening up the
being recorded is “magnified.” This has the visual
aperture to increase shutter speed, proportionally
effect of pulling the subject closer and, thus, into
less depth of field will result as you are already losing
greater prominence while some of the background
precious depth of field due to increased
and foreground is proportionally eliminated.
magnification.
Most people purchase telephoto lenses because they
want to bring their subjects, such as wildlife or sports The solution to avoiding camera shake is to use a
tripod! The advantage of the tripod is that it lets you
subjects, in closer so they appear larger on their
use a slower, hence sharper, (low) ISO while at the
sensor. Unfortunately, you are often physically
restricted from getting as close to your subject as you same time it lets you compose your image more
accurately (since the camera’s position is fixed).
desire. You may also need to increase the working
Also, using a tripod is the only practical means of
distance between the camera and the subject when
photographing wildlife predators (i.e. bears, cougars, locking up your camera’s reflex mirror to eliminate
any other source of vibration.
etc.). Much telephoto photography is often about
isolating and simplifying a subject within a scene.
New telephoto lens owners are often heard
While magnification plays an obvious role in this, so
can the reduced depth of field, which works to isolate complaining that their new, so-called marvel-of lens
technology just doesn’t appear sharp. Chances are,
a subject against a pleasant, blurred, out-of-focus
they are either failing to use a fast enough shutter
background.
speed to offset camera shake when hand-holding
their camera/lens rig, or the shallower depth of field is
The trade-off for this is that you are also magnifying
any subject movement and, especially, the effects of being interpreted as poor lens resolution.
camera movement. You can counteract subject
movement by using a fast shutter speed, giving slight In addition to pulling in distant subjects and
increasing working distances, there are two other
movement only a minimal chance to blur. Camera
reasons for using telephoto lenses. One is to avoid
shake is by far the most frequent cause of soft
the slight distortion that occurs when shooting tight
images in telephoto photography, and as the focal
close-ups, such as head shots, with a normal lens.
length increases the problems of controlling camera
While normal focal lengths give a natural rendering to
motion becomes more and more critical. To
subject matter, they have their limitations when used
compensate for camera movement, faster shutter
speeds are necessary to get sharp pictures with long very close to a three-dimensional subject—they
produce a slightly convex effect. A moderate
focal-length-lenses.
telephoto will eliminate this unwanted result by
producing the same head size from a more
A good rule of thumb for handheld long-lens
photography (on a full-frame sensor camera body) is comfortable working distance. Many fashion
photographers favour a 105mm or 135mm lens or
to shoot at a shutter speed of at least 1/lens focal
even a 200mm for a full-figure photograph to prevent
length. If a sub-full frame sensor is being utilized,
the exaggeration of features.
then add 1.5x to the minimum hand-held shutter
speed.

Selecting a Telephoto Lens
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There is also telephoto “compression” which is obvious
in longer focal lengths, such as a 200mm, 300mm or
longer; this is the merging together of foreground,
subject and background, which occurs as a result of
pronounced magnification. This effect can be
extremely useful for organizing subject matter that is
somewhat too spread out. The biggest problem with
this phenomenon is the loss of depth of field at such
magnification.
Telephoto lenses are excellent optics for portraiture
from a distance, wildlife subjects and sports/action
photography. As to which focal length works best,
there is a general rule among telephoto users.
Whenever possible, move closer to your subject rather
than relying on a longer focal length. The idea here is
to try and avoid, whenever possible, the problem of
camera shake. Moreover, shorter focal lengths are
generally sharper optically, and the closer you get, the
less you have to deal with other complicating factors,
such as atmospheric haze. You should select the
smallest aperture size when wanting to stress both
faraway and nearby objects.
A few words about image stabilization; image
stabilization (such as Canon’s IS or Nikon’s VR) is a
variety of techniques used by camera manufacturers to
reduce blurring associated with the motion of a camera/
lens during an exposure. Camera shake is particularly
problematic at slow shutter speeds, and especially with
long focal length lenses. It can either be built into the
camera body or into the lens. It helps you take clearer
photos of non-moving subjects in dim light when you're
not using a flash and it helps you take clearer photos
when the camera is moving around somewhat. It also
helps you take clearer photos when using lenses with
long focal lengths. It does not help when you're trying
to capture photos of fast-moving subjects; this last point
is fundamental and a common misunderstanding about
just how much image stabilization can accomplish.
When you're dealing with a fast-moving subject, the
only thing that is going to make your photo turn out
clear is a fast shutter speed. Image stabilization can
often permit the use of shutter speeds 2 to 4 stops
slower than usually permitted. When your gear is
mounted on a tripod, it should be turned off. There are
some lenses (usually long, fast prime telephoto lenses)
that are said to be unaffected by this issue, and they
produce sharp pictures whether the stabilization feature
is left on or turned off.

All photos
copyright
Derald Lobay.

For those interested in purchasing a new telephoto lens
or bringing out and dusting off that old lens, if you heed
the above advice and precautions, you shouldn’t be
disappointed in using telephoto lenses!
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First Lego League Event
Lego Isn’t Just a Toy
By Fred Rushworth

In late January, two dozen teams of grade school
students and five IACC photographers gathered at a
dimly lit auditorium to meet their challenges. The
students were participating in Alberta Youth Robotic
Society’s annual First Lego League event. Their
challenge theme was Nature’s Fury. The
photographers were volunteers charged with
capturing the excitement of the day and their
challenge was the variety of lighting conditions.
As part of their challenge, the student teams had to
prepare and present their solution to mitigate the
effects of a natural disaster, such as a forest fire,
tsunami, volcanic eruption or tornado. We saw
everything from personal survival kits to models of
houses that could be lowered into the ground in the
event of a tornado. These presentations were closed
to the public, but the photographers had access
to the students and judges during the sessions.

For the photographers, this was a mix of candid
shots, impromptu team posing and fast-paced sport
photography where we had no control over the
participants. A mix of high ISO setting and additional
flash lighting tools was used to freeze action at bright
games tables and to illuminate teams in the dimmer
sidelines. Greg Campbell used his flash with a remote
trigger and a low profile diffuser on a lightweight stand
which allowed him to create light from various angles.
Ron Trink used the same diffuser with his on-camera
mounted Speedlite, while I used a Gary Fong diffuser.
Michael Frost also used a remote trigger to move his
flash, while Eric Cousineau often tilted his flash head
to pop light forward. Everyone often rotated the flash
head to bounce light into a classroom ceiling or wall
to create a more diffuse light to avoid hard shadows.
Each situation was different and required quick
thinking.
At the end of the competition a second light stand
came into play and we mounted a pair of speedlites
for the awards presentation. Greg selected his ISO
and shutter speed to kill the ambient light and
shadows and set the speedlites to get favourable light
for the team photos. With the help of an assistant the
teams were quickly ushered in front of the camera
and photographed without delaying the presentations.
By the next morning the first images were ready
online for Alberta Youth Robitic Society to use and
DVDs followed within the week.

The public showcase was the robotic challenge.
Early in the fall, the teams received a theme ‘game
board’ and a set of tasks that they had to program
their robot to perform. Each team worked from a
common set of Lego building pieces and a LEGO
MINDSTORMS® programmable module that
controlled motors driving lift and propulsion systems.
Each task had separate points and some had to be
Situations like these are a great opportunity for our
completed in sequence; for example, debris had to be
photographers to volunteer and to hone our skills.
cleared from the runway before the supply plane
Thanks to Greg, Michael, Ron and Eric for their help!
could triggered to land.

© Fred Rushworth
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© Eric Cousineau
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Member’s Showcase: David Aldana
David Aldana’s Member Showcase
It is not often that an active president can find the time to prepare
a member’s showcase. David’s photography was outstanding. He
combined his skill in architectural photography with a great sense
of humour.
David’s focus was the beauty of the architecture of Western
Europe, both religious and secular. He showed a clear view of the
aesthetic nature of these buildings in each of his photos. He also
had a “Bottoms-up” segment to showcase some of the bars and
alleys of the many towns that he visited. I enjoyed the contrast
London© David Aldana
between the ethereal and the earthy. (Surprising to many was the
absence of Scott Henderson in any of David’s images, even though they met by chance in Europe.)

Paris © David Aldana

Venice © David Aldana

Competition Results: Water Theme: January 23, 2014
Theme: Colour Print Limited
1. Bob Allman: Misty Morning
2. Nathan Hum: Sacred Stream
3. Bob Royer: Holy Water

Theme: Black and White Limited
1. Bob Royer: The X Factor
1. Linda Treleaven: Black on White
2. Sieg Koslowski: Ebb Tide
3. Kirby Price: Balloon-Less

Theme: Print Unlimited
1. Kirby Price: Frozen Fall
2. Bob Royer: Nature’s Mirror
3. Larry Holland: Jelly Bean Drops
3. Nathan Hum: Mortal Tranquility

Theme: Digital Unlimited
1. Jason Zhu: The State of Water
2. Cameron McGregor: Holy Ice Water
2. Derald Lobay: Abandoned Channel
2. Tarra Kongsrude: Bubble Boy
2. Vincent Morban: The Water Boy
3. Colleen Sayer: Space: the Final Frontier

Theme: Open Print Unlimited
1. Wendy Royer: Mottled
2. Chan Hawkins: A Bath with a Smile
3. Bruce Smith: Frozen Splendor

Visit the IACC website and/or SmugMug site
to view the winning images.
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IACC Board Members
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2013–2014

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2013–2014
President:

David Aldana

president@imagesalberta.ca

780.481.2272

Vice-President:

Steve Ricketts

vice-president@imagesalberta.ca

780.449.6055

Secretary:

Heather Spratt

secretary@imagesalberta.ca

780.318.1796

Treasurer:

Vincent Morban treasurer@imagesalberta.ca

780.435.8231

Images Alberta Camera Club PO Box 29015 RPO Lendrum, Edmonton, AB T6H 5Z6

BOARD MEMBERS

Competitions:

Quincey Deters

competitions@imagesalberta.ca

780.465.3963

Membership:

Linda Treleaven

memberships@imagesalberta.ca

780.640.3467

Program:

Cameron McGregor

program@imagesalberta.ca

780.437.0473

Outings:

David Aldana (interim)

outings@imagesalberta.ca

780.481.2272

Workshops:

Steve Ricketts (interim)

workshops@imagesalberta.ca

780.449.6055

Social:

Bob Royer

social@imagesalberta.ca

780.425.2462

Historian:

Mufty Mathewson

historian@imagesalberta.ca

780.452.6224

Equipment:

Steve Sutphen

equipment@imagesalberta.ca

780.492.4768

Webmaster:

Barry Headrick

webmaster@imagesalberta.ca

780.461.4710

Newsletter:

Barbara Morban (Editor) imagery@imagesalberta.ca
Gilles Simard (Asst. Editor)

780.435.8231

Club Meetings: Meetings are held at 7:30 p.m. on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of every month
from September to May (except in December: 2nd Thursday only)
Location: Pleasantview Community Hall: 10860-57 Avenue, Edmonton, AB.
Visitors are welcome to attend two meetings to determine if they wish to join the Club.
You must be a member to attend outings and workshops and/or to participate in competitions.

IACC WEBSITE

IACC NEWSLETTER

Members are encouraged to submit samples of their work
for the website at webmaster@imagesalberta.ca.
Also, join us on Facebook and receive the latest news on
upcoming events:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/imagesalberta/.

Please submit articles to:
imagery@imagesalberta.ca
DEADLINE for February edition is
Saturday, March 1, 2014.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIPS
Canadian Association for Photographic Arts

(CAPA) www.capacanada.ca
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Photographic Society of America (PSA)
www.psa-photo.org
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